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Introducing AMI
your partner for plastics

We are the leading provider of information, market intelligence and conferences for the global
plastics industry. Our business is underpinned by our talented people and our unique databases.
Our consultants, researchers, writers, and event organisers include many of
the most respected experts in their fields. We understand the global plastics
processing industry intimately. We know how markets are changing and where
they are heading. We can identify exciting market opportunities, new customers,
and innovative technologies to help grow your business.

Formed in 1986, we have offices in Bristol, UK,
and Wyomissing, Pennsylvania, USA. Fully
independent, we have grown continuously with the
addition of new businesses, products, and services.
Our data is built from a deep understanding of
downstream demand trends, rather than simply
studying the supply side or economic indicators.
Our comprehensive and detailed databases
cover more than 25,000 plastics processing sites
globally, and they are always being updated and
verified. We are also in constant contact with the
industry through our on-going market research,
frequent conferences and regular magazines.

This brochure has
details on our broad
range of services and
products, including:
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Five ways
that we can help to
grow your business
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Identify new
customers
Available in a series of electronic
formats, our databases provide
comprehensive, targeted, and upto-date lists of potential clients
for your company (page 5). They
will help to make your sales
teams more effective and grow
revenue from new customers.

Promote your
brand, products
and services
Our global digital magazines and
apps (page 9) provide a costeffective way to promote your
brand, products, and services to
a global audience. In addition,
sponsoring or exhibiting at one of
our conferences is a great way to
reach a specific market (page 6).
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Improve your
strategic decision
making
Our consultancy services and
market studies (see page 4)
can provide you with a greater
understanding of global market
trends. This will help you to
identify and quantify opportunities
and risks, enabling you to make
informed strategic decisions for
your business.

Build better
contacts
Our international conferences
(page 6) provide the perfect
environment to make new
contacts and network with key
players in a specific sector. They
attract high-level international
audiences from throughout the
supply chain with a clear interest
in the events' focused themes.

Learn about new
technologies and
applications
Our digital magazines provide
a comprehensive resource of
up-to-date technical information
(page 9), while our international
conferences (page 6) keep you
abreast of the very latest materials
and process innovations.

Our areas of industry expertise include:


Blow moulding



Pipe extrusion



Compounding



Pipeline coating



Construction markets



Plastics raw materials



Film & sheet extrusion



Plastics additives



Injection moulding



Profile & tube extrusion



Masterbatch



Recycling and environmental issues



Packaging applications



Renewable energy
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AMI’s consultancy
services / Providing
strategic insights
Our team of industry experts provide independent strategic advice for a wide range of clients
around the world.

Consultancy is at the heart of what we do!
We work with:

§

We are a leading provider of consultancy services, market information and
insight, databases, digital magazines, conferences, and exhibitions for the
global plastics industry.

§

Our purpose is to provide business critical information enabling you to
make the best-informed decisions.

§

Through our success, we have been able to attract a talented team with a
broad spectrum of experience in the plastics and chemical sectors.

§

Most consultants hold MBAs, MSCs, and Doctorates and are experts in
their fields of specialisation.

§

Being a global company, with team members from all corners of the world,
we can communicate effectively and support you on a global basis in the
language of your choice.

 Polymer producers and
distributors
 Additives suppliers
 Compounders and
masterbatch makers
 Plastics processors
 Financial investors
 Machinery and
equipment suppliers
 Trade bodies and
government agencies

The consultancy services
we offer include:

Meet our consultancy and market research team

 Multi-client and singleclient studies on specific
aspects of the plastics
markets

Carole Kluth - areas of expertise
include BOPP film, flexible packaging
and European polymer markets
Andrew Reynolds - areas of expertise
include masterbatch, polyethylene, film
extrusion and global trends

 Technical and commercial
due diligence for
mergers and acquisitions

John Nash - areas of expertise include
polypropylene compounds, automotive
industry and construction markets

 The development of
bespoke marketing and
business plans

Sylvia Tabero - areas of expertise
include injection moulding, engineering
plastics and artificial grass

 Feasibility studies for new

Martyna Fong - areas of expertise
include rigid consumer packaging
and market trends in dairy and
beverage packaging
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Karla Tattersall - areas of expertise
include agricultural films, industrial
packaging films and polymer
distribution
Cristina de Santos - areas of
expertise include alternative energy,
cables, infrastructure and polymer
markets in Africa

To find out more about
AMI’s consultancy
services, contact:

Carole Kluth
carole.kluth@ami.international
T/+44 117 924 9442

AMI’s
databases /
Identifying
opportunities
We have created the most comprehensive global database of plastics processors. It boasts
detailed information on more than 25,000 sites worldwide, including information on processes
carried out, materials used, installed machinery, markets served and contact details for key
personnel. This database is constantly being extended and updated by our multi-lingual team of
telephone researchers.
Specific sections of the database can be purchased covering different sectors of the industry and focus on selected countries
or regions – For example, a listing of injection moulding sites in Spain and Portugal. They are regularly updated and are
available in book or electronic formats.
We also publish Top 50 reviews, providing more detailed profiles of the leading players in a particular market – for example,
a review of Europe’s 50 largest technical compounders.
We can also create customised databases to meet your specific requirements. So if you want a list of medical moulders in
Europe or masterbatch producers in Turkey, for example, then just let us know.

Processes covered:
 Blow moulding

Regions covered:
 Western Europe
 Central and Eastern Europe
For details on our
databases and studies,
please contact:

 North America
 South America
 The Middle East
 Africa

Régine Futter
regine.futter@ami.international
T/+44 117 924 9442

 China and Asia

 Cable extrusion
 Compounding
 Injection moulding
 Masterbatch
 Polyethylene film extrusion
 Pipe extrusion
 Profile extrusion
 Recycling
 Rotational moulding
 Sheet extrusion
 Tube and hose extrusion

www.amiplastics.com
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AMI’s conferences /
Making the right
connections
We are the leading organiser of conferences for the plastics industry around the world. We run
more than 50 events in Europe, America, The Middle East and Asia each year, featuring more
than 1,000 expert presentations and attracting well over 5,000 plastics industry professionals.
Focused on specific subjects, our conferences bring together
international audiences including influential players from
throughout the supply chain. In particular, the events typically
attract a high proportion of processors and end-users.
Our conferences provide a perfect environment
for attendees to learn about the latest market and
technology trends in their chosen subject. They also offer
excellent opportunities for making new contacts with
plenty of time set aside for networking.

Why sponsor an
AMI conference?
§ Raise your company
profile

They also provide highly effective marketing opportunities.
We have a range of sponsorship packages available for
each event as well as exhibition stands.

§ Promote your products
and services
§ Generate sales
opportunities

To find out more about
AMI’s conferences, including
sponsorship opportunities,
contact:

§ Network and build
professional networks

Adele Harris
adele.harris@ami.international
T/+44 117 924 9442
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These are just some of the topics covered by our international conferences and we are adding
new events all the time....

 Agricultural films

 Plastic pipes

 Artificial grass

 Flexible
packaging

 BOPP film

 Masterbatch

 Polyamides

 Cable
applications

 Medical
applications

 Polymer foams

 Thin wall
packaging

 Polymer sourcing
and distribution

 Waterproof
membranes

 Polyolefin
additives

 Wind turbine
blade
manufacture

 Closures and
caps
 Compounding
 Conductive
plastics
 Fire retardants

@Contact_AMI

 Minerals in
compounding
 Multi-layer
packaging films
 Oil and gas
applications
 Pipeline coating

 Plastic pouches

 Profiles
 PVC formulation
 Stretch and shrink
film

 Sustainable
plastics

 Wood-plastic
composites

For an up-to-date list of our
forthcoming conferences visit:
www.amiconferences.com

www.amiplastics.com
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AMI’s exhibitions /
Making the right
connections

AMI is launching a series of free-to-attend exhibitions, bringing together the international
plastics industry
AMI is launching a series of international trade shows
focusing on specific sectors of the plastics industry,
including compounding, recycling and extrusion. The
initial exhibitions are being held in Essen, Germany in
June 2018 and in Cleveland, Ohio, USA in May 2019.

Why exhibit?
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§

Meet targeted prospect
customers at these focused
events for plastics compounders,
extruders, and recyclers

§

Connect with new and existing
customers in a cost-effective and
time-efficient way

§

Make new business contacts to
generate new sales leads and
orders

§

Present your latest product
developments face-to-face in a
live environment

§

Cleveland is ideally located in the
USA’s industrial heartland

§

Get more visibility for your brand
through the extensive event
marketing campaign, which
includes AMI’s plastics industry
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The free-to-attend events feature an international
array of suppliers of raw materials and machinery, as
well as providers of related services. They also include
free conferences, featuring technical presentations
and business debates.
These exhibitions present unrivalled opportunities
to showcase your company to a large and highly
targeted audience.

To find out more about
AMI’s exhibitions, including
sponsorship opportunities,
contact:
Rita Andrews
rita.andrews@ami.international
T/+44 117 924 9442
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AMI’s magazines /
Staying in touch

@PlasticsWorld

We produce a selection of high-quality digital
magazines focused on specific sectors of the
plastics industry. They are distributed free-ofcharge to a global readership both online and
via dedicated apps for the iPad/iPhone and
Android-based devices. These digitalmagazines
have proved very popular with readers and
advertisers alike.

Our titles include:
Compounding World (www.compoundingworld.com)
Injection World (www.injectionworld.com)
Film and Sheet Extrusion (www.filmandsheet.com)
Pipe and Profile Extrusion (www.pipeandprofile.com)
Plastics Recycling World (www.plasticsrecyclingworld.com)

Our highly-experienced magazines team

By focusing each magazine on specific processes and
markets we can provide much more relevant and in-depth
content for our readers. In addition, we can deliver better
value and results for our advertisers.
We have brought together one of the most experienced and
technically-qualified editorial teams in the industry to deliver
high-quality magazines. These provide expert coverage of
trends in new materials and processing technologies, as well
as exclusive market analysis from our consultants, plus the
latest industry news from around the world.
The digital magazines are distributed efficiently and quickly
to a high-level and highly-focused global audience based on
our unrivalled databases. Because we eliminate print, paper
and postage costs, the magazines provide very cost-effective
platforms for suppliers to advertise their products and
services to a large, international and clearly focused audience.
Each magazine has its own dedicated website (details above),
which features: links to view the latest editions; registration
details for free subscriptions; archives of past issues; and
media packs with circulation details and advertising rates.

For links to all our magazines visit:
www.amimagazines.com
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UK office

US office

China office

Third Floor
One Brunswick Square
Bristol
BS2 8PE
United Kingdom

1210 Broadcasting Road
Suite 103
Wyomissing
PA 19610
U.S.A

No555, ZhenGuang Road
Putuo Area,
Shanghai
China

Tel: +44 (0) 117 924 9442
Fax: +44 (0) 117 311 1534
Web: www.ami.international

Tel: +1 610 478 0800
Fax: + 1 610 478 0900
Web: www.ami.international

Tel: +86 021 60912385
Mobile: +86 13651985526
Web: www.ami.international

Registered
in England
No: 2140318
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